
   
 
 
 
Mary Amter 
Cyclist, 2013 Closer to Free Ride 
 
Throughout her life, Mary Amter has tried to be a part of civic organizations and charities 
that would help improve people's lives. She has seen first-hand the toll cancer can have 
on a family. Her team, Carl’s Crusaders is fighting back.   
 
As a mother, Mary wanted to instill the value of giving back into her three children.  Mary 
lost three of her grandparents to cancer and she lost a courageous firefighter, Carl, a 
good friend’s husband. Carl was diagnosed with cancer and 7 short months later he lost 
his battle. Carl and his wife, Stacey, were Mary’s inspiration - the way they stayed 
positive and sustained their sense of humor throughout those intensely emotional and 
trying months. Their true love for each other was remarkable. When Stacey decided to 
form a team in honor of her husband, Mary couldn't get on board fast enough. Not only 
was this a chance to keep his legacy alive, but it was also a way to involve her family in 
giving back. This was her small part in the fight against cancer. 
  
Most of the riders on Mary’s team, Carl's Crusaders, were beginners, including Mary. 
She had only ridden a bike recreationally, never for sport. But when she started riding, it 
felt great and Mary felt like they were fighting cancer every mile they rode.  Being a part 
of the Closer to Free Ride was one of the most amazing experiences of her family’s life. 
Knowing they were doing their little part in fighting this horrible disease was truly 
incredible. “It was so moving the day of the ride listening to the testimonies before we 
rode.” Mary remembers. “Seeing all the survivors, including a good friend who is fighting 
an inspirational battle against brain cancer on the road with us made the journey more 
personal and gratifying. Riding by Smilow, and seeing the faces of the patients and staff 
made me realize what this all meant.” 
  
Mary has already reserved her spot in next year's ride, and she wouldn’t miss it for 
anything  
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